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The possibility to trigger ultrafast solid-to-solid transitions on transition metals under femtosecond laser irradiation is investigated by means of first-principles calculations. Electronic heating can drastically modify screening, charge distribution and atomic binding features, potentially determining new structural relaxation paths. Consequently, we evaluate here the effect of electronic excitation on structural stability and conditions for structural transitions. Ni is chosen as a case study, and the stability of its FCC phase is compared to the non-standard HCP structure while accounting for the heating of the electronic subsystem. From a phonon spectra analysis, we show that the thermodynamic stability order reverse at an electronic temperature of around \( 10^4 \) K. Both structures exhibit a dynamic stability, indicating they present a reversible stability or a metastability depending on the heating. However, the general hardening of phonon modes with the increase of the electronic temperature points out that no transformation will occur, as confirmed by the study of a typical FCC to HCP diffusionless transformation path, showing an increasing energy barrier. Finally, based on electronic density of states interpretation, the tendency of different metal categories to undergo or not an ultrafast laser-induced structural transition is discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

The dynamic response of materials subject to femtosecond laser irradiations is an area of intense activities. Particularly the understanding of the primary excitation events and energy transport is crucial as they condition the energy absorption, storage and release, and thus subsequent phenomena as ablation and surface nanstructuring. In this context, the knowledge of nonthermally driven phase transitions is crucial as it may rapidly modify thermomechanical, optical or magnetic properties. For instance, in semiconductors, the electronic excitation rapidly weaken the covalent bonding leading to global lattice instability and ultrafast melting. Recently, a related phenomena was shown on half-filled transition metals, the photoexcitation inducing local lattice softenings with potential consequences on ultrafast solid-to-solid transition. Beside this, an accurate description is necessary to correctly describe ultrafast structural dynamics, phase transitions, nanostructure formation, ablation dynamics, or strong shock propagation. The interplay between ultrafast excitation and resulting excited material response still requires a comprehensive theoretical description for laser-heated materials in solid state.

Prior any subsequent energy dissipations, femtosecond laser irradiations rapidly heat the electronic subsystem of a metal, inducing significant redistributions of the electronic density. This is illustrated in the case of Ni in Fig 1, assuming a thermalized state of the electrons. The difference of electronic density determined at two different temperatures on Ni metal shows that a spatially localized volume is impacted by electronic density loss while the rest of the system gains electronic density. This observation illustrates concepts involving the change of the localization degree of the electronic density upon laser heating of the electronic subsystem. In these conditions, the material undergoes an electron-phonon...
nonequilibrium having consequences on thermodynamic and optical properties,\textsuperscript{5–7} that modify in turn the energy deposition, storage and its further release. It also induces strong electronic pressures as well as nonthermal forces at very short time scales, having the potentiality to induce ultrafast phase transitions\textsuperscript{8} or solid-to-solid transformations\textsuperscript{9}.

The potentiality of an ultrafast generation of dynamic instabilities leading to solid-to-solid diffusionless transformations have already been investigated by Giret \textit{et al}\textsuperscript{5} on transition metals. The authors demonstrated the local softening of W phonon modes upon electronic excitation, corresponding to specific lattice instabilities that affect the potential energy surface. Accordingly, the energy barriers separating the BCC and FCC structures from one side, and the BCC and HCP structures on the other side, are found to soften, potentially leading to ultrafast phase transitions. This phenomenon is related to the formation of nonthermal forces breaking the equilibrium insured by the bonding directionality of half-filled \textit{d}-band metals at standard conditions. In this frame, the noble metals having a filled \textit{d}-band structure, involving a weak directionality of the bonding, are excluded from ultrarapid structural transitions as pointed out by the phonon modes hardening of gold\textsuperscript{4}. However, there is still no investigations on almost-filled \textit{d}-band metals, Ni being a typical example of such materials.

Nickel is known to adopt under circumstances an HCP structure, especially in thin films\textsuperscript{18} or during nanoparticles formation\textsuperscript{19,20}, showing a propensity to structural changes that might be activated during a laser excitation process. Though the solid-to-solid transformation origin is not involved, we also note the theoretical work of Wu \textit{et al}\textsuperscript{21} pointing out the formation of significant HCP domains in a normally FCC structure in Ag after a femtosecond laser irradiation, indicating noble metals can also remains in metastable thermodynamic states after laser exposure. The question of potential ultrafast electronic and structural transformations modifying optical, thermal and mechanical properties is a key issue in a range of observations concerning optical coupling. One example concerns the formation of laser-induced periodic structures where the structures periodicities do not match cold material optical indices\textsuperscript{22,23}. To elucidate the origin of this disagreement, an ultrafast solid-to-solid transition, possibly modifying crystal structures, electronic structures and thus electronic transitions responsible for optical properties, is still an open question.

In this work, to address the conditions of structural changes upon ultrafast excitation, we first evaluate the relative thermodynamic stability of FCC and HCP phases with the electronic temperature. Then, the dynamic stability of both phases is estimated through the analysis of phonon spectra performed along with the excitation process. The energy barrier corresponding to a transformation path connecting both phases is later evaluated. Finally, we discuss the possibility to trigger ultrafast solid-to-solid transition in metals based on the degree of \textit{d} band filling, and in particular, on changes of the localization of the charge density induced by the rise of the electronic temperature.

\section{II. Calculation Details}

The calculations are carried out with the plane-wave code Abinit\textsuperscript{24}, in the frame of the finite temperature density functional theory\textsuperscript{25–27}. The exchange and correlation part is modelled within the generalized gradient approximation in the form parameterized by Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof\textsuperscript{28}. The valence electronic configuration of Ni is 3\textit{d}\textsuperscript{8}4\textit{s}\textsuperscript{2}, nuclei and core electrons are taken into account by Troullier-Martins pseudopotentials\textsuperscript{29}. The Monkhorst-Pack method\textsuperscript{30} is employed to mesh the reciprocal space in combination of an energy cutoff for the plane-wave extension of 60 Ha. We first performed cell optimization in FCC and HCP structures, providing the respective cell parameters \(a_{\text{FCC}} = 3.55\text{\AA} \) and \(a_{\text{HCP}} = 2.50, c_{\text{HCP}} = 4.17\text{\AA}\). The experimental value for FCC Ni is \(a_{\text{Exp}} = 3.52\text{\AA}\), in good agreement with our calculated value.

The effect of intense ultrashort laser irradiation on the electronic subsystem is taken into account by considering a cold lattice and a hot electronic subsystem. This involves that we focus on the first moments of the irradiation when the energy transfer between electrons and lattice is still negligible. The heated electronic subsystem is characterized by an electronic temperature applied through the Fermi-Dirac distribution of the electrons, assuming a fast thermalization of the electrons due to electron-electron collisions, which in metals, is expected to arise around a characteristic time \(\tau = 10\text{ fs}\) for \(T_e\) larger than \(10^4\text{ K}\). Thus, within the density functional theory, the electronic temperature is taken into account through this electronic distribution, and through an electronic entropy term by minimizing the free energy. This induces a redistribution of the charge density, leading to additional Coulombian forces acting on atoms and modifying material stabilities and dynamics.

\section{III. Relative Thermodynamic Stabilities}

The relative stability of FCC and HCP phases with the increase of the electronic temperature is assessed by comparing their free energies. To avoid spurious effects related to non-fully relaxed cell parameters, rigorous cell optimizations were performed for an electronic temperature of \(10^{-2}\text{ K}\), leading to residual pressures less than \(1 \times 10^{-8}\text{ GPa}\) for both phases. It is found that the ionic density is lower for the HCP structure than for the FCC, with volume per atom of 75.62 and 75.36\text{\AA}\textsuperscript{3} respectively. A focus on the \textit{d} block electronic structure of both phases is provided in the inset of Fig. 2. The two electronic structures exhibit strong similarities, with however
a more discontinuous $d$ block for the HCP structure leading to a pseudo band gap at 6.5 eV and a peak of high density on the top of the $d$ block. Although the shape of these $d$ block are globally preserved, the increase of the electronic temperature tends to increase the density of states, to shrink and to shift toward lower energies these $d$ block, independently of the phase, as already observed for noble metals$^{4,18}$.

This impacts the evolution of the free energy with the electronic temperature, and Fig. 2 provides the relative stability of both structures, with the FCC phase considered as a reference and set to $0\,\text{eV}$. At low temperature the FCC structure is, as expected, the most stable, but at an electronic temperature of around $10^4\,\text{K}$ the energy difference vanishes and at higher temperatures the HCP structure becomes more stable. The electronic pressure increases significantly with $T_e^{15}$, reaching here around 60 GPa at $2.5 \times 10^5\,\text{K}$. This pressure is slightly lowered for the HCP structure, a consequence of the lower ionic density allowing a stronger accommodation of the electronic pressure, providing an additional relaxation mechanism and leading to a more stable phase at high temperature. The stabilization of the HCP phase with the increase of the electronic temperature validates the possibility of a phase transition in nonequilibrium conditions, if confirmed by the material dynamics.
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**FIG. 2.** (Color online) Relative energies of FCC and HCP phases as a function of the electronic temperature. Inset: focus on the $d$ block electronic structure of both phases, computed at $T_e = 0.01\,\text{K}$.

### IV. DYNAMIC STABILITIES

The dynamic stability of the FCC and HCP phases are investigated within the density functional perturbation approach. For FCC Ni, a $16 \times 16 \times 16$ $k$-point mesh of the reciprocal space is considered in combination of a $4 \times 4 \times 4$ $q$-points grid for the calculation of the dynamical matrices used to generate the phonon dispersion curves. For HCP Ni, the reciprocal and phonon wave vector meshes of $18 \times 18 \times 12$ and $3 \times 3 \times 2$ were considered. The convergence of the results is ensured by tests on the cutoff energy of plane waves, $k$-point and $q$-point grids. The corresponding phonon spectra are provided in Fig. 3 at two different electronic temperatures, 300 and $2.5 \times 10^4\,\text{K}$. A particularly good agreement is found between theoretical and experimental data of FCC Ni at $300\,\text{K}^{31}$, ensuring the validity of the method. At low temperature, the phonon spectra of both the FCC and HCP phases do not exhibit negative imaginary phonons, indicating they both have a dynamic stability, i.e. a persistence in time. However, considering the relative energies of these phases discussed above, the FCC phase is the most stable, which implies that the HCP phase is metastable.

With the increase of the electronic temperature, a hardening of the phonon modes occurs, pointing out a global hardening of the bondings. This trend was already observed for Au$^4$ and is likely shared with transition metals having filled or almost filled $d$ bands. This phenomena happens for both the FCC and HCP phases, signalling their dynamic stability even at high $T_e$. Since the HCP structure becomes more stable at $T_e > 10^4\,\text{K}$ (Fig. 2), the stable phase at high temperature is the HCP one whereas the FCC is now metastable, a reversed situation compared to the low temperature case. These results are of interest since they indicate that both phases are thermodynamically stable or metastable and both exhibit dynamic stability, suggesting they could easily co-exist within a given time scale. However, the dynamic stability and the hardening of phonon modes implicitly involves the presence of an energy barrier between both phases, which will act as a detriment of the formation of HCP Ni.
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**FIG. 3.** (Color online) Dispersion curves of phonon as a function of the electronic temperature. a) the FCC phase compared to experimental data and b) the HCP structure.
V. STACKING DISORDER GROWTH TRANSFORMATION PATH

Solid-to-solid transformations belonging to the so-called diffusionless transformations are collective movement of atoms, also called military transformation to highlight the concerted displacement of atoms. These displacements include atomic plan shuffling or lattice-distortive displacements, as dilations or shears. They are forbidden in case of an energy barrier separating the initial and final phases, but can be activated in particular conditions of pressure and temperature once the energy barrier softens. A given transformation potentially involves an infinite number of paths leading to the crystal modification. For FCC to HCP transformations, several paths have already been designed. Here, we focus on the stacking disorder growth transformation path (SDGTP) that connects a series of ABCABC plans characterizing the FCC structure to the ABABAB sequence specific of the HCP cell. This occurs through plan shuffling, temporarily vanishing the ordering of stacks responsible of their respective crystal structures. A slight lattice dilation (+0.4%) is also applied in order to connect the optimized FCC cell parameters to the HCP ones.

The displacement of atomic plans corresponding to the SDGTP is meshed into a path coordinate, the 0.0 coordinate corresponding to the FCC initial state while the 1.0 coordinate correspond to the HCP final state. The relative free energies corresponding to this path are provided in Fig. 4 at various temperatures. The relative energy differences observed in Fig. 2 are also visible here with a lowering of the HCP energy as $T_e$ increase. As suggested by phonon dispersive curves, an energy barrier is observable along with the transformation path. The activation energy, corresponding to the maximum energy needed to activate the displacement is increasing with the rise of the electronic temperature, in agreement with the hardening of phonon modes discussed in previous section. The presence of an energy barrier invalidates the possibility of a collective displacement to occur, and the effect of the electronic temperature does not modify this fact for Ni. Generally speaking, the absence of imaginary mode in the phonon dispersion curves points out that there always be an energy barrier, invalidating potential solid-to-solid transformations from FCC to HCP for Ni.

VI. DISCUSSION

The energy path connecting both structures can also be discussed in terms of the enthalpy $H = F + PV$, with $F$ the free energy of the system, $V$ the volume of the cell, and $P$ the pressure induced by the rise of the electronic temperature and the cell transformation. At low electronic temperature, and due to the steric hindrance, the hydrostatic pressure increases along the transformation path, reaching its maximum at the saddle position. The energy contribution of the pressure to the enthalpy quantity produces an enthalpy barrier of $0.46 \text{ eV}$ around three times the free energy barrier. As for the free energy barrier, the rise of the electronic temperature induces a slight increase of the enthalpy barrier. Accordingly, considering the enthalpy quantity does not modify the conclusion determined from the analysis of the free energy evolution. However, it is worth to note that the steric hindering is path dependent, and it is likely that other paths may significantly lower the pressure and thus the computed enthalpy energies. Since the pressure can rapidly reaches tens of GPa, the corresponding forces rapidly and strongly apply to produce a dilation of the material, having consequences on the cohesion energy or on steric hindrance and possibly modifying the energy and enthalpy barriers. To investigate volume dilation effect, we performed at high temperature ($T_e \approx 2.5 \times 10^4 \text{K}$) the calculation of the transformation path with a 14% dilated volume corresponding to the liquid density for Ni. This significantly alters the free energy barrier which is reduced to 0.03 eV. The enthalpy barrier is lowered by 0.10 eV, decreasing from 0.53 to 0.43 eV. As a conclusion, the energy and enthalpy barriers remain, confirming the stability of the FCC phase regardless of the electronic heating and related volume dilation.

The Fig. 1 representing electronic density differences observed in Fig. 2 are also visible here with a lowering of the HCP energy as $T_e$ increase. The Fig. 4 (Color online) Free energy evolution along the path coordinate connecting the FCC to the HCP structure, at increasing electronic temperatures.
responds to the electronic population of the interatomic space, enforcing the metallic bonding of Ni. Secondly, in the vicinity of atoms, a spatially localized area exhibits a significant increase of the electronic density, that is attributed to the bottom part of the d block. This part remains mostly unaffected by electronic depopulation, but the whole d block undergoes a shrinking and shift toward lower energies induced by the strengthening of the effective electron-ion potential, consequence of the decrease of the electronic screening from global d band depopulation. The increase of the electron-ion potential also translates into a shrink of d orbitals, increasing indirectly the electron density in the inner volume initially occupied by the d orbitals, in the vicinity of nuclei. Accordingly, the outer volume of the initial d orbitals are affected by the shrink and exhibits localized loss of electronic density explaining the blue area within the basal planes.

The analysis of the electronic density changes and electronic structure evolution with the electronic temperature is of high interest as it informs about the additional electrostatic forces created during the electronic subsystem heating process. For transition metals having a fully or quasi-fully occupied d block, as Ni or noble metals, the metallic bonding is dominant and the d block is weakly interacting. The electronic heating depopulates the top of the d block, i.e. the less interacting part, depopulating spatially-localized non-bonding d electronic states and populating high-energy spatially-delocalized sp electronic states, enforcing the metallic bonding. The depopulation of the d block leads to an increase of the free electron number but also to a decrease of the electronic screening making the effective electron-ion potential more attractive. These phenomena contribute to a hardening of the metallic bonding, as signalled by the hardening of phonon spectra, ensuring the stability of the FCC phase. This explains the hardening of phonon modes as observed on Au as well. For these metals, the electronic filling of the d block and its non-bonding nature is not dependent on the crystal structure, which explains why the FCC and HCP phases of Ni react similarly to the increase of $T_c$.

The case of other metal categories can also be discussed on the lightening of the previous considerations. Simple metals, as Al, do not have a d block, sp electronic states are spatially delocalized and the bonding is metallic. The effect of the electronic heating is to depopulate delocalized electronic states to populate delocalized electronic states. In other words, weak changes are expected either on the metallic nature of such metals and on the electron-ion potential, that should keep thermodynamic and dynamic stabilities. As for Ni or noble metals, solid-to-solid transformation are not favourable in such conditions. The category of transition metals having partially filled d block is the most interesting with regard to the possibility to activate solid-to-solid transformations. Despite their metallic nature, they exhibit a directionality in the bonding which is rapidly affected upon electronic excitation, weakening the bonding and generating lattice instabilities, as observed and discussed on W metal in Ref.5. Accordingly, these materials have a propensity to potentially lead to ultrafast solid-to-solid transformation.

VII. CONCLUSION

In the present work, the potential fcc-to-hcp transition induced by ultrafast laser irradiation is investigated on Ni metal. The relative energies of both structures as a function of the electronic heating indicate that the thermodynamic stability of phases reverses at $T_c \approx 10^4$ K. The phonon modes of both structures do not exhibit a soft mode, indicating that they are dynamically stables, which implies the thermodynamic stability of one and the metastability of the other phase, with a dependency on the electronic heating. The hardening of phonon modes with the electronic temperature points out that an energy barrier separates both structures, invalidating the possibility of a collective displacement of atoms that characterizes the solid-to-solid transformation. This is confirmed by the evolution of the energy variation along a transformation path, showing an increasing energy barrier with $T_c$.

These results, in close relation to noble metal observations, point out significant differences with half-filled d band metals as W, with the hardening of phonon modes and the persistence of an energy barrier. From these considerations, and based on an interpretation of metal density of states, the possibility to induce or not a solid transition is discussed. Whereas simple sp metals are not expected to undergo ultrafast transitions, the degree of electronic filling of the d block is considered as being determinant for transition metals. Transition metals having a filled or almost filled d block as Ni or Au, will not undergo a structural transitions upon ultrafast excitation, while for weakly or partially filled d block ultrafast solid-to-solid transitions are likely to occur. This is mainly due to the weak directionality of the d bonds in these metals, that are rapidly affected and weakened by electronic depopulation, possibly leading to lattice instabilities and transitions toward more stable structures.
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